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Volume 51, Number 2 (1978), in the article “SK: of Dihedral Groups,” by 
Bruce Magurn, pp. 399-415: 
As the paper went to press, I discovered an erroneous use of Corollary 12.2 
in the argument following Lemma 15.2. (There was no reason to assume WE/Z’ 
was odd.) The correct ending, with a new Corollary 15.3 to the main resuh, 
and beginning with an altered Lemma 15.2, follows. 
Injcctivity of SK1( &) follows from the next lemma. Let fM, denote M - {Is ZZ]- 
LElVrrWh 15.2. If M’ is Q nonempty subset of PM3 , SKID(l%f’) = 1. 
BQO~. If M’ has a single element c, by Corollary I I.2, D(c) is a maximal order 
rrn the crossed product T(c). The center of T(c) is the real fieldF, = 
v&h ring of integers R, . Any integral basis of X[<,] over K, determines a matrix 
representation p: D(c) B Ma(&). It follows that SK$(c) y SK& ) which is 
trivial [2]. 
If M’ J?as more than one element let c denote the smallest. ‘rhere is a surjective 
pullback, 
where n(c) is some rational integer (Lemma 9.3). 
Since D(c) is a rnaximal order, K, of the bottom map is surjective (Proposition 
-1). The Mayer-Vietoris sequence yields an injection 
SK,B(M’) - SKID(c) x SKJ3(M’ - (c>) 
Repeating this process for increasing c, and composing injections, the final result 
is 
1 - S’KIDIM’) --i’ SK,D(maximmm c) = 1. 
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Theorem 15.1 will follow if SK, of the inclusion D(PM) + XdEM D(Pd) of 
diagram (15.3) is injective. Choose N with P LJ 2P C N C PM and suppose 
there is an element a of N - (P U 2P). C onsider the surjective pullback, 
Q(N) p l W 
K 1 1 A 
D(N - (u}) ----+ R’, 
and let I = ker K and J = ker A. Then p restricts to an isomorphism I m J. 
Since p is surjective there is an excision isomorphism [15, p. 551: K,(C)(N), I) m 
K,(X)(a), J), restricting to an isomorphism SK,(D(N), 1) w SK,(~(a), J). 
Since a is divisible by two distinct odd primes or 4 and an odd prime, there is an 
isomorphism p: D(a) NN Mz(R,). Since J is an ideal of D(a), p(J) = M,(A) for 
some ideal A of R, . As in the proof of Proposition 14.1, SK,(D(a), J) is isomor- 
phic to SK,(R, , A), which is trivial [2]. F rom the relative sequence [15, p. 541 
for K restricted to SK, , SK,(K) is injective. 
Repeating this process from N = PM down, and composing injections, 
produces the injective homomorphism: 
SK,Xl(PM) ---f SK$(P u 2P) 
II (15.4) 
SK$(P u 2P) x )( 
dEM, 
In sqD,(2P, P) the lower right corner, fl(P)/2, simplifies to 
Since 2 is square free, this has trivial K, . Composing the resulting injection, 
SK#(P u 2P) + SK#(P) x SK,D(2P), with (15.4) yields the desired 
injection. 1 
COROLLARY 15.3. If G is apermutationgroup of degree six OY less, SK,ZG = 1. 
Proof. The functor SK,Z(-) is a Frobenius functor, subject to induction 
on hyperelementary subgroups. Theorem 15.1 for D, completes the group by 
group result that SK,ZG = 1 for every hyperelementary subgroup G of the 
symmetric group S, . (The cases G = C’s XI~ C, and G = C, x D4 follow 
from unpublished work of M. E. Keating.) 1 
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